Supporting Oxfam!
Words Worth Reading is dedicated to supporting the
ongoing learning of others, both within our local
communities and globally. And this is why we openly
support the work of Oxfam – donating 10% of all
submission fees directly to this important charity. By
working with Words Worth Reading, you too can do
your bit in supporting the worthwhile work Oxfam
undertake.

Words Worth Reading –
Nurturing New Ideas
Highly Recommended

For every $1 given to Oxfam...
10p is invested
to generate
future income.

Highly Intelligent
Highly Worthwhile

10p is used on
support and
running costs.

80p is spent
directly on
emergency,
development, and
campaiging work.

The money donated to Oxfam by Words Worth
Reading has helped provide school text books, medicine,
farming machinery, clean water and helped Shinyanga’s
farmers grow rice and double their income. We are
proud of the donations we’ve made to date, and we’re
proud of the clients we have worked with who have
made these donations possible.

Offering a professional editorial service to:

Job Seekers
Writers
Students
Professionals
Businesses

Words worth
Reading

www.wordsworthreading.co.uk
enquiries@wordsworthreading.co.uk
“I will deﬁnitely use their service again,
and can highly recommend their work”

www.wordsworthreading.co.uk

Enhancing your ideas, improving your prospects,
supporting your goals

enquiries@wordsworthreading.co.uk

Because Words Matter...

Words Worth Reading

Our Services

Let Words Worth Reading Help you

Words Worth Reading is a writing and editorial company, offering
services to a wide range of clients. Led by a team of highly qualiﬁed
writers, recruiters, market researchers and academics, Words
Worth Reading offers the highest quality of service at affordable
prices; thereby providing an exceptional editorial service that is
“open to all”.

We offer a range of custom-made writing and editorial services. Our
primary services include;

Get in touch with Words Worth Reading today to discuss
how we can support your needs.

CV AND APPLICATION FORM
EDITORIAL SERVICES
At Words Worth Reading we offer
two
comprehensive
editorial
packages for CVs and Application
Forms; one for those who just need
some help brushing up their CVs
and one for those whose CVs
require a full MOT. In both cases, we
look at STYLE, LAYOUT, CONTENT, LANGUAGE, PERSONAL
PROFILES and COVERING LETTERS.

Call us on 01277 824640
Email us at enquiries@wordsworthreading.co.uk
Visit us at www.wordsworthreading.co.uk
Write to us at Sandford Beehive Chase,
Hook End, Brentwood, Essex, CM15 0PA

How???
It’s simple really. Whilst the core
team of editor’s, researchers and
writers at Words Worth Reading
are highly skilled, paid members of
the company, many of our
backroom
functions
are
undertaken by volunteers – outstanding individuals who are
dedicated to supporting our goals, enhancing YOUR ideas,
improving YOUR prospects and supporting the work of Oxfam. By
donating their time, skills and knowledge they allow us to provide
you with quality services at affordable rates. Fantastic.

Why Choose Words Worth Reading?














We’re passionate and enthusiastic about what we do!
We’re approachable. We offer ongoing advice and friendly
support to all of our customers, 7 days a week
We’re knowledgeable and offer informed advice; both to general
enquiries and all submissions
Our multi-talented, multi-skilled team ensures that we
understand our clients’ needs and place them in the hands of the
most appropriate writer, editor or researching team – tailoring
our services to meet the individual needs of each of our clients
We pride ourselves on the quality and integrity of our services
We go that extra mile, whether that be through running
workshops, signposting clients to further services, or providing
informative articles, newsletters and online resources
We donate 10% of all submission fees to Oxfam – helping
support the educational development of those in need of our
resource
Our submission fees are fantastic value for money!

“The service was efﬁcient and professional,
and the ﬁnished result is fantastic!”

ESSAYS, COURSEWORK AND DISSERTATION EDITORIAL
SERVICES
Avoid losing out on valuable essay marks through sloppy spelling,
punctuation and grammar, and ensure you’ve tailored the content of
your essay to actually answer the question posed! Words Worth
Reading’s essay, coursework and dissertation editorial services inspect
and suggest corrections to your submissions, helping you get the most
out of your subject knowledge.
ARTICLES AND MANUSCRIPTS
At Words Worth Reading we offer two comprehensive editorial
packages for writers; the Basic Proof Reading Service and the Full
Editorial Service. Fantastically affordable, contemporary and highly
intelligent, our residential in-house published writers will help you to
improve
upon
the
LANGUAGE,
PLOT,
STRUCTURE,
CHARACTERISATION, STYLE AND GRAMMAR of your submitted
piece.
WRITING, BUSINESS AND PLEASURE
Whatever your personal or professional writing requirements are,
Words Worth Reading can help. We offer a full ghost writing service,
helping you put your thoughts, experiences or knowledge to paper. We
will happily discuss the completion of ANY WRITING PROJECT.
Recently completed projects include, WEBSITE CONTENT WRITING,
ARTICLE WRITING FOR BUSINESSES, LEAFLET AND
PROMOTIONAL LITERATURE WRITING AND PRODUCTION,
FUNDING APPLICATIONS AND BUSINESS PLANS.

“100% of customers reviewed rated our
Quality of Service as ‘Excellent’” – July 2008

Or alternatively complete your
details below to receive more
information about Words
Worth Reading and the work
that we do:

PLEASE COMPLETE IN BLOCK CAPITALS
First Name
Surname
Address
City
County
Postcode
Email
Because Words Matter...

www.wordsworthreading.co.uk

